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Summary. We prove several Liouville theorems for harmonic maps between certain 
classes of Riemannian manifolds. In particular, the results can be applied to 
harmonic maps from the Euclidean space (R", go) to a large class of Riemannian 
manifolds. Our assumptions on the harmonic maps concern the asymptotic behav- 
ior of the maps at ~ .  
1 Introduction 
In this paper, we investigate Liouville type properties for harmonic maps. That is, 
we study conditions for which a harmonic map u between two Riemannian 
manifolds (M% 9) and (N", h) must be a constant map. Let 9o be the Euclidean 
metric on R", m > 3. We can state two special cases of our results as follows: 
Theorem A. Let  u: (R m, g o ) ~  (N", h) be a C 2 harmonic map. I f  u(x)--* Po E N" as 
I x l  --, 0o, then u is a constant map. 
Theorem B. Suppose the sectional curvature o f  N"  is bounded from above. Then for 
any p ~ N", there is an (nonempty) open neighbourhood Up c N", such that the family 
o f  open sets { Upl p ~ N ~ } has followin9 property: 
I f  u: (R% 90) ~ (N", h) is a C 2 harmonic map, and for some p c  N", u (x )~  Up as 
Ixl  ~ ~ (i.e. there is R > O, such that u( Rm\  B( R ) ) ~ Up), then u is a constant map. 
Recently there has been much interest in the Liouville type theorems for 
harmonic maps. For a detailed survey and progress in this direction, see the works 
by Hildebrandt [4], Eells and Lemaire [2]. Here we would like to mention that for 
all known results, the conditions on the harmonic maps can be divided into two 
kinds. The first of these conditions concerns the finiteness of the energy of the map. 
In this direction, a result of Schoen and Yau [10] shows that a harmonic map with 
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finite energy, from a complete manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature to 
a manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature, must be a constant map. Also 
a theorem due to Garber,  Ruijsenaars, Seiler and Burns [3] says that each 
harmonic map u: R m --, S m with finite energy must be a constant map (m > 2). This 
latter result has been generalized by Hildebrandt [4] and Sealey [11] to cover 
harmonic maps from R m with certain globally conformal flat metrics to an arbit- 
rary Riemannian manifold. The second of these conditions concerns the smallness 
of the whole image of the domain manifold under the harmonic map. In this 
direction, there are various results due to Cheng [1], Hildebrandt, Jost, Widman, 
Kaul [4, 5, 6, 7], and Yau [12]. Roughly speaking, their results show that if the 
image u(M m) is "small", then the harmonic map is a constant map. The basic 
definition for "smallness" is that u(M ~) is contained in a geodesic ball Bp(r) which 
does not intersect with the cut locus of p. (Here r < where C~ is an upper 
bound for the sectional curvature of N" (see [2, pp. 398])). 
In the present paper we are interested in finding other kinds of conditions which 
will imply the Liouville theorems for harmonic maps. In our results, instead of 
assuming the global "smallness" of the image, we will only prescribe the asymptotic 
behavior at infinity for the harmonic maps. For the proof of Theorem A, the idea is 
to analyse the growth rate of the energy of the harmonic map on balls. On the one 
hand, the monotonicity formula for harmonic maps implies a lower bound for the 
growth rate of the energy. On the other hand the assumptions at infinity imply an 
upper bound for the growth rate. The two bounds will be contradictory unless the 
harmonic map  is a constant map. In the proof of Theorem B, we need a stronger 
lower bound for the growth rate; a crucial ingredient in its derivation is a result due 
to Schoen and Uhlenbeck [9, Theorem 2.23. 
When m = 2, neither Theorem A, nor Theorem B is true because the conformal 
invariance of the energy. But for m = 1, conclusions of Theorem A and Theorem 
B are obvious, because any harmonic map u: R I ~  (N", h) is a geodesic with 
constant speed. 
It is clear that Theorem B is stronger than Theorem A. However, we will prove 
Theorem A in a more general setting, i.e. for harmonic maps u: (R%fgo) ~ (N", h) 
with some positive functions f (see  Theorem 1). We strongly believe that Theorem 
B is true for the same class of domain manifolds as in Theorem 1, but we are not 
able to prove such a result at present. 
2 Notations and results 
Let (M m, g), (N", h) be Riemannian manifolds. A map u: (M m, g) ~ (N", h) is called 
harmonic, if u is a critical point of the functional: 
(1) E(u) = j" e(u)dvolM 
M m 
where e(u) is the energy density. In local coordinates, e(u) can be written as 
Ou 9 Ou a 
e(u) = giJ(x)h~,t3(u) Oxi cqxj " 
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Here  and th roughou t  the paper ,  the summat ion  convent ion  is used. Unless other-  
wise specified, repeated  Lat in  letters are summed from 1 to m, repeated Greek  
let ters are summed from 1 to n. Also, constants  which only depend on the 
manifolds  but  not  the ha rmonic  maps  will be denoted  by C th roughou t  the paper .  
F o r  (R", go) with the Eucl idean metric go, B(R) will be the ball  centered at 
origin with radius  R. In this paper  we only consider  the case that  M m = R m and 
g =fgo for some posit ive function f d e f i n e d  on R m. Then the energy densi ty is 
Ira- 27 0U 9 0u p 
(2) e(u) dvolM~ = f Y  (x) h~a(u) ~ ~xl dx. 
The condi t ions  that  we will assume for f are as follows: 
(fl) f~Cl(Rm), f > O on R m. 
(A) 
0 f  
xi > -- (m -- 2 ) f  on R m. 
0xi 
(f3) there are constants a > 0, Ro > 0, such that 
( m - 2 )  Of 
x i - > _ ( a - ( m - 2 ) ) f  for I x l > R o .  
2 0xl 
(f4) for the constants  a, Ro in (f3), there is a cons tant  C > 0 such that  
( m - 2 )  
f ~ ( x ) < C l x ]  ~-~m-2~ for I x l > R o .  
(fs) there are constants  C > 0, Ro > 0, such that  
( m -  2) 
f ~ Z - ( x )  < Clxl-~m-211oglxl for Ixl > Ro 9 
F o r  a m a p  u:Rm-~(N",h) ,  an open set U c N", by u ( x ) ~ U  as Ix[ --* co, we 
mean  that  there is R > 0, such that  u ( R m \ B ( R ) ) c  U. Also by u--, po~N"  as 
[x[ ~ 0% we mean  u(x)~  U as Ixl --* oo for any  open set U conta in ing  p. 
We will prove  a theorem which is slightly more general  than Theorem A. 
Theorem 1 Let u : ( R m , f o o ) o ( N  n, h) be a C 2 harmonic map, m > 2. f satisfies 
(fx) - (f4). I f  u ( x ) o  po~N"  as Ixl ~ 0% then u must be a constant map. 
Remark 1 It  is easy to see that  Theorem A is the special case of Theorem 1 when 
f - =  1 on R m. 
Theorem 2 Suppose f satisfies (fl) ,  (f2) and (fs). Then for any p e N " ,  there is an 
(nonempty) open neiohbourhood U v ~ N", such that the family of open sets 
{ Upip ~ N"} has following property: 
I f  u: (Rm, fOo)--*(N",h) is a C 2 harmonic map, m > 2, and for some p~N" ,  
u(x)~  U v as [xl ~ 0% then u is a constant map. 
Theorem 3 Suppose the sectional curvature of  N" is bouncled from above. Then for 
any p ~ N", there is an (nonempty) open neighbourhood Up c N", such that the family 
of open sets { Uv[ p ~ N ~ } has following property: 
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I f  u : ( R " , g o ) ~ ( N " , h )  is a C z harmonic map, m > 2 ,  and for some p e N " ,  
u ( x ) e  Up as Ix1--* oo, then u is a constant map. 
3 Proofs 
Before we start the proofs, we quote two results that we will need. The first result is 
about  the finiteness of  the energy. 
Lemmas  [11, Corol lary 1] Let u: ( R ", fgo ) ~ ( N", h) be a C 2 harmonic map, m > 2. 
f satisfies (fl), (f2). I f  u is not a constant map, then the energy E(u) must be infinite. 
Proposition [9, Theorem 2.2] Let u: ( R m, g o ) ~ ( N ' ,  h) be a C 2 harmonic map, 
m > 2. Then there is a constant eo > 0 depending only on m and the upper bound of  
the sectional curvature of  N"  such that: if 
R 2-" ~ e(u)<=eo, 
B(R) 
we have the inequality 
, sup e(u) < C R - "  ~ e(u) 
B(R[2) B(R) 
where C is a constant only depending on m and the upper bound of  the sectional 
curvature 'of N". 
Proof  o f  Theorem 1 We will prove the conclusion by contradiction. 
Set 
ER(U)= S e(u) dVO1M~. 
B(R) 
Suppose the harmonic  map is not a constant  map. Then by the lemma the 
energy of u must  be infinite. That  is Eg(u) --* 0% as R ~ oo. 
We first derive an upper bound  for the growth rate of ER(u) as R ~ oo. 
Choose a local coordinate ne ighbourhood U ofpo in N", such that Po = 0, it is 
clear that we can choose the U in such a way that 
h = h~(y )  dy ~ | dy p, y e U ,  
satisfies (for two n x n  matrices A, B, by A > B, we mean that A = B + D for 
a positive semi-definite matrix D) 
( a h ~ ( Y ) y '  2h~p(y)) > (h~(y) )  on U + - 
N o w  since u(x)  ~ 0 as Ix[ --* 0% there is a R1 such that for ]xl > R~, u ( x ) e  U, and 
\ ) (3) [ ~ u + 2 h , o ( u )  >(h ,~(u))  for [ x } > R 1  9 
For we  C2(Rm\B(R1) ,  R"), by the definition of harmonic  maps  we have 
d t=oE(U + tw)--  . 0 
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Then from (2), we have 
/ 8u ~ Ow e . Shoo(u) ~ ~b/a ~t//~'~ (m-2)  
(4) ~ t 2 h , t ~ ( u ) ~ - ~ x i - - + ~ w ' - - ~ x i ) f - Y - - ( x ) d x = O .  
R'\,B(R,) ~X i Oy 8xl 
Choose w(x) = (o(Ixl)u(x) in (4) for ~o(t)sC~(R~, oo ), we have 
8h,n(u ) ~ 8u ~ c?u e (m-2) 
(5) ~ 2 h ~ p ( u ) + ~ y u  )}~x~x 4J(Ixl)f-~--(x)dx 
R'~ B(RI) 
= -- ~ 2h~(u)  ~?u~ u e c ? ~ f L ~  (x) dx 
R~kBIRi) ~Xi 
It is clear that (5) holds for Lipschitz function ~b with compact  support. 
For  0 < e < 1, define 
1 - t  
(6) (pc(t)= + - -  1 < t <  l + e ;  
t > l + e .  
In (5), choose 
Let e ~ 0, notice 
R > 2R~.  





- S  '(x)dx 
B(R~i\B(R~) CqXi " 
~ u  ~ cqu ~ (,n- 2) 
h=p(u)C~Z--~- f~  (x)dx + D(R2) 
B(R)\B(R2) 
(2h,p(u) + Oh,p(U)sy ~ u~']/~x~x~ 8u" 8ua (1 - ~ol ( ~ 1 1 ) ) f ~ 2 2  ( x ) d x  
f o r  R > R 2 . 
where 
9 ( R 1 )  = 
C~Xi Re I xl 
we get ( R  2 = 2R1, v = (v 1 . . . . .  v") is the outer  normal on 8B(R).) 
(7) y (2h,p(u) + 8h't~(U)u'~ 8u" 8u ~ (m-2)  
.(.,\.(.~) \ By' / cx, cx, 
2 (x)dx  + D(R1) 
63u~ / fl (m-2) 
= f 2h,a(U)~x~VU f 2 ( x ) d S  
OB(R) 
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Then 
~U ~ ~U p t in-2)  
Z ' ( R ) =  ~ h ~ ( U ) ~ x i - ~ x i f ~ - ( x ) d S .  
O B (R )  " " 
Also by Schwarz inequality, we have 
~U a (m - 2) 
(8) ~ h~(u) ~ viuPf ~ - -  (x) dS 
O B ( R )  
c (x) as  
O B ( R )  
x ~ h ~ ( u ) u ~ u ~ f T ( x ) d s  . 
~ B ( R )  
Since E(u) --, co 
Then (3), (7) and (8) imply 
Z ( R )  2 =< CZ'(R) h~(u)u~uP f - ~ -  (x) dS 
O R )  
Denote  
( m -  21 
M(R) = ~ h~B(u )u~uPfT(x )dS .  
O B ( R )  
Then for R4 > R _> R3, 
! I , , ~ ) ]  dr>=C ! dr. 
Let R4 ~ o0, notice Z(R) > 0, we have 
(9) Z(R) >-- C R ~ ( -  ~ dr, 
i.e. 
as R ~ oo, there is R3 > R2, such that  Z(R) > 0 for R > R3. 
1 
Z(R) < C for R > R3 . 
~M-~)dr 
R 
By (f4) and the fact that  u(x)-*O as ]xl ~ oo, we have 
M(R) <= C ~ h~(u)u~uPR~-~m-2)dS <= CrI(R)R ~+1 
O B ( R )  
where t/(R) is chosen in such a way that  
(i) q (R)  is nonincreasing on (R3, m ); 
(ii) t/(R) ~ 0 as R -* Go ; 
(iii) 
t/(R) > max {h~p(u)u~ua}. 
Ixl=R 
for R > R3 .  





dr > dr 
= rl(R) R ~ = 
Z(R)  <= CtI(R)R ~ for R > R 3 . 
(. (11) ER(u) < C ~(R) + 
where c(u) is a constant depending on the harmonic  map u. This gives an upper 
bound  for the growth rate of En(u). In the following we will derive a lower bound 
for the growth rate of En(u). 
In fact, if (f3) holds for R0 = 0, by the proof  of Theorem 10 in [4], we have that 
if the map  u is not  a constant  map, then for R large enough, 
(12) ER(U) > cl(u)R ~ for some constant  Cl(U) > 0 . 
Now a contradict ion appears as R --* oo from (11) and (12). If we only assume (f3) 
holds for Ro > 0, the proof  in [4] still gets through by a Iittle bit of  modification. 
Here we only indicate the necessary changes in the proof  of [4]:  
Under  the assumption (f3), if we proceed as in the proof  of Theorem 10 in [4], 
we have 
R S e ( u ) d S + H ( R o ) - a  ~ e(u) dx>=O for R > R o  
~ B ( R ) B(R)'\ B(Ro) 
where H(Ro) only depends on the Ro and u. Then for some function HI(Ro) and 
R >  Ro, 
R E R ( U ) + - H I ( R o  - a  ER(U)+ HI(Ro >=0. 
Thus 
Since ER(U) ~ 
Then 
{ ( , ,)} R - r  ER(U) + - H 1  (No > 0 f o r  R > Ro 9 
o- 
as R ~ oo, there is R5 > Ro such that 
. / .  t -- + 1o o .  
ER(U) + 1-Hx(Ro) > c2(u)R ~ for R > Rs 9 
ff 
Now it is clear that  (12) is true. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 2. The p roof  of Theorem 2 is from a modification of  the proof  of  
Theorem 1. Choose  a family of coordinate ne ighbourhoods  { Up[ p 6 N" } as follows: 
for peN", choose a coordinate chart  Up, such that p = 0, 
and 
( Oh~p(y) Y~ 2h~p(y)) > (h,p(y)) on Up + = ; 
h~p(y)y~y p < Cp ; 
where Cp is an arbitrary constant  which may depend on p. 
Then we claim that this family { UplpeN"} is what  we want. 
In fact, if u: (R',fgo) ~ (N", h) is a non-constant  C 2 harmonic  map, and for 
some peN", u(x)e Upas [xl ~ ~ ,  then we may assume that for some Ro, u(x)~ Up 
for Ix] > Ro. We proceed as in the proof  of Theorem I, we get 
1 
(13) Z(R) > C for R > R 3 . a M(r) 
But in this case 
M(R) < C ~ h~,p(u)u~'ut~R -(''-2) log RdS < CCpR log R . 
OB(R) 
Therefore 
= r log r 
N o w  we have a contradict ion to (13), since if u is not  a constant  map, Z(R) > 0 for 
R large. []  
Remark 2 In the p roof  of (9) and (13), it is crucial to use the fact that Z(R) > 0 for 
R large, which is guaranteed by the lemma. Otherwise one might  get false informa- 
tion. For  example, take a harmonic  map u: S"  ~ N", there is a positive function f, 
such that (R",f9o) = Sm\{p}, then we have a map  u: (Rm,fgo) "-* N". But we can 
not  follow the p roof  of Theorem 2 to conclude that u is a constant  map, because it is 
no longer true that  Z(R) > 0 for R large. 
Remark 3 The proof  of Theorem 2 is similar to ideas used in I-8]. 
Proof of Theorem 3 For  any p e N", we choose a coordinate ne ighbourhood Up of 
p in such a way that p = 0, 
( ~3h~(y)y, ) 
+ 2h,t~(y ) > (h,a(y)) on Up" (14) 
and 
(15) h,6(y)y~y 1~ < C1 on Up; 
where C1 is a constant  not  depending on u and will be specified in a moment .  
N o w  we say that this family of  coordinate ne ighbourhoods  { Up[ p e N"} is what 
we want. 
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In  fact, if u: (R m, go) ~ (N", h) is a n o n - c o n s t a n t  C 2 h a r m o n i c  map ,  and  for 
some p e N", u(x)~ Up as I xl ~ ~ ,  t hen  we m a y  a s sume  that  for some Ro, u(x)~ Up 
for Ixl > Ro.  N o w  we proceed  as in  the p r o o f  of T h e o r e m  1 for the special case tha t  
f =  1, a = m - 2 ,  w e g e t  
(16) ER(U)<C( sup Imax{h~p(u)u~ur  
\R<--_t<oD klx l= t  
If we choose  C1 in (15) in  such a way tha t  
C 1 C  < e_~ 0 
= 2  
where  ~o is def ined in the p ropos i t ion .  T h e n  we can choose  R6 large enough ,  so tha t  
C( sup tmax{h~p(u)u~uP}}+~)<~o for R>R6 ,  
\R<t<~ L Ixl=t 
i.e. 
R2-mER(u) <= ~0 for R > R 6 . 
N o w  the p r o p o s i t i o n  impl ies  
i.e. 
sup e(u) < CR-" ~ e(u) for R > R 6 , 
B(R/2) B(R) 
CR" sup e(u) < ER(U) for R > R 6 . 
B(R/2) 
This  is clearly a con t r ad i c t i o n  to (16) if the  h a r m o n i c  m a p  u is no t  a c o n s t a n t  
map.  [] 
Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Professor Jerry Kazdan for helpful sugges- 
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Added in the proofs. After this research was completed, the author learned from Dong Zhang that 
by using an argument due to Giaquinta and Hitdebrandt (see pp. 334-335 in [9]), one can prove 
that the open sets in the Theorem B can be chosen as the "small geodesic balls" Bp(r) with 
N, where is an upper bound of the sectional curvature of N". For details on this point, r < ~x/-C C~ 
see a coming paper by Dong Zhang. 
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